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Abstract
In this article, we propose a factor-adjusted multiple testing (FAT) proce-
dure based on factor-adjusted p-values in a linear factor model involving some
observable and unobservable factors, for the purpose of selecting skilled funds
in empirical finance (Barras et al., 2010). The factor-adjusted p-values were ob-
tained after extracting the latent common factors by the principal component
method (Wang, 2012). Under some mild conditions, the false discovery propor-
tion can be consistently estimated even if the idiosyncratic errors are allowed
to be weakly correlated across units. Furthermore, by appropriately setting a
sequence of threshold values approaching zero, the proposed FAT procedure en-
joys model selection consistency. Extensive simulation studies and a real data
analysis for selecting skilled funds in the U.S. financial market are presented to
illustrate the practical utility of the proposed method.
Key Words: Factor Model; False Discovery Proportion; Fund Performance;
High Dimensional Data; Multiple Testing
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1 Introduction
Due to the rapid development of fund of funds (FoF), how to search for outperform-
ing funds among a large pool of candidates has attracted much attention from both
investors and academic researchers (Barras et al., 2010; Fama and French, 2010). Al-
though the literature claims that active investment should be a negative sum game after
costs and documents negative average fund alphas, recent studies have indicated that
some of the funds indeed display stock-picking ability (see, e.g., Barras et al., 2010),
which means that locating funds with significant stock-picking ability is not always a
wild goose chase. In the mutual fund literature, it is commonly found that funds with
significant stock-picking ability outperform others. Therefore, investors usually sort
the funds according to some particular fund performance measure, such as the Sharpe
ratio or Jensen’s α, according to their past returns, and invest more in funds that have
recently performed well with the expectation that they will continue to do so in the
future.
Whether the funds with the highest past performance continue to produce higher
returns in the future has received much attention in the literature (see, e.g., Carhart,
1997). To date, there is still no clear evidence that the funds’ performance can be
persistent. Fama and French (2010) noted that fund performance persistency tests all
have a critical limitation, as they are all based on ranking funds according to their
short-term past performance. As a consequence, the allocation of funds into winner
funds and loser funds may be largely due to noise or error, which casts doubt on
the usefulness of the existing performance persistency tests. To take into account the
possible noise, one possible solution is to assess the relative effect of luck (noise) and
skill (signal) in determining each fund’s performance (Cornell, 2009). Consequently,
how to identify those funds whose performance is largely due to skill rather than luck
is a topic of practical demand.
Intuitively, the funds’ returns are quite hard to reproduce in the future if they
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are largely produced due to noise and luck. To this end, it is natural to wonder how
many fund managers possess true stock-picking ability. According to the definition
of Barras et al. (2010), a fund can be regarded as a skilled fund if it has a positive
risk-adjusted return net of costs, i.e., the funds that have managers with stock-picking
ability sufficient to cover the trading cost and expenses. Of course, we cannot observe
the true risk-adjusted return of every fund in the population. Therefore, to identify
skilled funds, a simple t-test can be applied to each fund to assess whether it has
a positive risk-adjusted return. From a statistical point of view, this amounts to
conducting the following N simultaneous hypothesis testing problems:
H0i : µi = 0 versus H1i : µi 6= 0, i = 1, . . . , N,
where µi is the intercept of fund i specified in the following model:
Yij = µi + β
⊤
i Xj + εij.
Here, Yij is the excess return of fund i at time j, Xj are the systematic risk factors
related to some specific linear pricing model, such as the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) of Sharpe (1964), and the three-factor model of Fama and French (1993).
Specifically, for the CAPM, Xj represents the market index, while for the Fama-
French three-factor model, Xj contain three predictors, namely, the market index, the
size effect and the value effect, respectively; more rigourous definitions of the notations
are presented in Section 2.
According to the Berk and Green equilibrium (Berk and Green, 2004), only a very
small proportion of µis are nonzero. To identify the sparse positive µi among a large
number of simultaneous hypothesis testing problems, Barras et al. (2010) suggested
controlling for the false discovery rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) instead
of familywise type I error, and discussed its usefulness for mutual fund selection. Note
that the legality of such a procedure largely depends on one critical assumption, i.e., the
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test statistics for testing each H0i : µi = 0 are weakly correlated; otherwise, the FDR
cannot be controlled at the nominal level (Storey et al., 2004; Fan et al., 2012). The
weak dependence assumption of the test statistics for testing H0i : µi = 0 is equivalent
to assuming that almost all of the variation in the mutual fund returns can be captured
by the aforementioned linear asset pricing models, so that εijs are weakly correlated
across different funds. However, it is remarkable that whether the aforementioned
linear asset pricing models are adequate to explain fund returns has been a highly
controversial topic in the empirical finance over the past 20 years (see, e.g., Kleibergen
and Zhan, 2013), which calls into question the usefulness of the procedure proposed by
Barras et al. (2010), and some adjustments are inevitable.
To make a possible adjustment, we first need to understand under what circum-
stances the random noise in εij is strongly correlated. Let ΣE ∈ RN×N be the covariance
matrix of Ej = (ε1j, . . . , εNj)⊤. According to the definition of Chamberlain and Rothschild
(1983), when the observed systematic risk factors can fully explain the fund returns
asymptotically, we can assume that λmax(ΣE) < ∞, with λmax(ΣE) being the largest
eigenvalue of ΣE . In contrast, if the linear pricing model fails to explain the fund
returns sufficiently, we can expect that λmax(ΣE) → ∞. This is a structure that can
be easily explained if the random noise εij admits an approximate factor structure
(Chamberlain and Rothschild, 1983). In other words, there exist some unobservable
systematic risks that are still not captured by commonly used linear pricing models, so
that the funds’ excess returns follow a multi-factor error structure involving some ob-
servable and unobservable factors. Under such a multi-factor error structure model, the
resulting test statistics share the latent systematic risks, which tend to be highly corre-
lated. Accordingly, the classical method proposed in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995)
and Storey et al. (2004) is no longer applicable. To overcome this problem, some recent
developments in multiple testing fields have tried to utilize the dependence structure to
improve the efficiency. For instance, Genovese et al. (2006) incorporated the informa-
tion related to each hypothesis into the procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995)
through weighting the p-values, and further showed that the power improved and the
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FDR was controlled at the nominal level. Sun and Cai (2009) developed a multiple
testing procedure based on a compound decision theoretical framework to exploit the
dependence structure and improve the test efficiency. Unfortunately, these procedures
are not applicable to our case due to the strong dependence among ΣE . To improve
the efficiency and to incorporate the strong dependence information, some appropriate
factor-adjusted procedures are needed for the multiple testing.
Motivated by the practical demand, our aim is to modify the method of Barras et al.
(2010) via a factor-adjusted multiple testing (FAT) procedure. Statistically, our inter-
est is in simultaneously testing whether the intercept of each unit is equal to zero in a
linear factor model setting involving some observable and unobservable factors, while
the idiosyncratic errors are weakly correlated. Under this framework, we first con-
struct a factor-adjusted p-value for each test based on a factor-adjusted test statistic
obtained by the principal component method for extracting the latent common fac-
tors. The factor-adjusted p-values are then used to implement the multiple testing
procedure of Storey et al. (2004) and Barras et al. (2010). Accordingly, we refer to
this adjustment as the FAT procedure. We show theoretically that under some mild
conditions, the FAT procedure can consistently estimate the true false discovery pro-
portion (FDP). Furthermore, by appropriately setting a sequence of threshold values
approaching zero, the proposed FAT procedure can achieve consistent model selection
under some sparsity and regularity conditions. All of the theoretical results are further
confirmed by extensive numerical studies.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The model, notations, and technical
conditions are introduced in Section 2. Theoretical justification of the FDR estimate
and the model selection consistency are discussed in Section 3. Extensive numerical
experiments and a real data analysis are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respec-
tively. Section 6 concludes the article with a short discussion. All of the technical
details are relegated to a supplementary file. Throughout the article, we denote by
‖A‖ = {tr(A⊤A)}1/2 the Frobenius norm of any arbitrary matrix A.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Notations and assumptions
We assume that there are N units, and each unit has T observations. Let Yij ∈ R1 be
the response variable of unit i at time j, and let Xj = (X1j, . . . , Xpj)
⊤ ∈ Rp for p ≥ 0
be the observed explanatory variables. Here, p = 0 is associated with the case where
no explanatory variables are involved. Throughout the article, unless explicitly stated
otherwise, we assume that N ≫ T and T tends to infinity for asymptotic behavior,
while p is fixed. We next consider the following multivariate linear regression,
Yij = µi + β
⊤
i Xj + εij, (2.1)
where βi = (βi1, . . . , βip)
⊤ ∈ Rp, εij is the corresponding random error, and µi is the
intercept. Define Yi = (Yi1, . . . , YiT )
⊤ ∈ RT and let Y = (Y1, . . . ,YN)⊤ ∈ RN×T be
the response matrix. Let X = (X1, . . . ,XT )
⊤ ∈ RT×p be the design matrix, and
µ = (µ1, . . . , µN)
⊤ ∈ RN collects all of the intercepts for each unit. In addition, we
assume that the random errors Ej = (ε1j, . . . , εNj)⊤ ∈ RN are independent and identi-
cally distributed with a mean of 0 and a covariance matrix ΣE in the time domain, and
construct the error matrix as E = (E1, . . . , ET ) ∈ RN×T . Without loss of generality,
we assume that all of the explanatory variables have been appropriately centralized
such that E(Xlj) = 0 for every 1 ≤ l ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ T . To further model the depen-
dence structure of ΣE , we assume that Ej admits the following latent factor structure
(Fan et al., 2013),
Ej = ΓZj + η.j, j = 1, . . . , T, (2.2)
where Zj = (Z1j, . . . , Zrj)
⊤ ∈ Rr is the low dimension of r unknown common factors
with the identification restriction cov(Zj) = Ir; Γ = (γ1, . . . ,γN )
⊤ ∈ RN×r are the
unknown factor loadings; and η.j = (η1j , . . . , ηNj)
⊤ ∈ RN is the random noise that is
independent of Zj and Xj. For simplicity, we assume there are no interaction effects
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between the explanatory variables X j and the latent factors Zj. To further model
the test-specific variations, we assume that η.j is normally distributed and weakly
dependent such that, for some positive constant δ > 0,
η.j ∼d N(0,Ση) with Ση = (ση,i1i2),
N−2+δ
∑
i1 6=i2
∣∣ρη,i1i2∣∣ = O(1), (2.3)
where N(·, ·) stands for multivariate normal distribution, and ρη,i1i2 = ση,i1i2/(ση,i1i1ση,i2i2)1/2
is the correlation coefficient between ηi1j and ηi2j . It is worthy noting that Fan et al.
(2012) introduced a similar condition to that in (2.3) (replacing the pairwise correla-
tion with its covariance component) for weakly dependent normal random variables, to
explore the extent to which their approximated FDP could be consistently estimated.
These two definitions are essentially equivalent when the eigenvalues of Ση are bounded
away from zero and infinity.
Under the multi-factor error structure of (2.2), model (2.1) can be further written
as
Yij = µi + β
⊤
i Xj + γ
⊤
i Zj + ηij. (2.4)
The main focus of the current article is to simultaneously test the following hypotheses:
H0i : µi = 0 versus H1i : µi 6= 0, i = 1, . . . , N, (2.5)
under the model setup (2.4) based on the observations Y and X, which are addressed
in the next subsection.
2.2 Factor-adjusted multiple testing procedure
We first consider the testing problems in (2.5) by ignoring the dependence struc-
ture of Ej. Using the traditional ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation method
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based on the observed data {Y,X}, we can obtain the estimated intercept µ̂⊤ =
(1⊤Q1)−11⊤Q(X)Y⊤, where the projection operator Q(X) = IT − X(X⊤X)−1X⊤ and
1 = (1, . . . , 1)⊤ ∈ RT is a vector of 1s of dimension T . The asymptotic distribution of
µ̂ is
(1⊤Q1)1/2µ̂→d N((1⊤Q1)1/2µ,ΣE), as T,N →∞.
Accordingly, the unadjusted test statistic for the i-th hypothesis is defined as T ui =
µ̂i/s.e.(µ̂i) with s.e.(µ̂i) = (1
⊤Q(X)1)−1/2(σ̂E,ii)1/2, where σ̂E,ii is the i-th diagonal
element of Σ̂E = T
−1Q(X˜)Y⊤YQ(X˜) with X˜ = (1,X). By normal approximation, the
unadjusted p-values are formulated as P ui = 2Φ(−|T ui |), for i = 1, . . . , N . In summary,
the unadjusted test statistics follow a multivariate normal distribution with a strongly
correlated covariance structure, which can be perfectly cast into the principle factor
approximation (PFA) estimation framework developed by Fan et al. (2012). Although
their method is accurate in terms of consistently estimating the FDP, the rank of the
rejected hypotheses remains unchanged, and thus is still inefficient even if they exploit
the dependence structure of E . In this article, we seek to design a new testing procedure
to improve the efficiency under the multi-factor error structure in (2.4). Toward this
end, we propose an alternative p-value based on factor-adjusted test statistics, which
significantly changes the signal-to-noise ratio for testing the intercepts in (2.5) and
thus the structure of the p-values. More importantly, removing the latent common
factors from the factor-adjusted p-values means that the weak dependence assumption
among the factor-adjusted p-values should be satisfied, and hence the multiple testing
procedure in Storey et al. (2004) can be implemented in the downstream analysis. We
elaborate this idea in details as follows.
According to (2.2), we can obtain
µ̂
⊤ − µ⊤ = (1⊤Q(X)1)−11⊤Q(X)ZΓ⊤ + (1⊤Q(X)1)−11⊤Q(X)η⊤, (2.6)
where Z = (Z1, . . . ,ZT )
⊤ ∈ RT×r, η = (η.1, . . . ,η.T ) ∈ RN×T . We note that
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(1⊤Q(X)1)−11⊤Q(X)η⊤ follows a multivariate normal distribution:
(1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)η⊤ ∼d N(0,Ση). (2.7)
The weak dependence assumption in (2.3) tells us that after removing the latent factor
Z from µ̂, the behavior of the resulting test statistics will be analogous to independence.
Consequently, we define an Oracle factor-adjusted test statistic as
T oi =
(1⊤Q(X)1)1/2µ̂i − (1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)Zγ i
(ση,ii)1/2
=
(1⊤Q(X)1)1/2µi + (1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)ηi.
(ση,ii)1/2
. (2.8)
From (2.7) and (2.8), (T o1 , . . . , T
o
N)
⊤ follows a multivariate normal distribution with a
mean of (1⊤Q1)1/2D(η)−1/2µ and a covariance matrix scaled fromD(η)−1/2ΣηD(η)−1/2,
withD(η) = diag{ση,11, . . . , ση,NN}. An Oracle factor-adjusted p-value for (2.5) is then
defined as P oi = 2Φ(−|T oi |). The plug-in method naturally leads to a factor-adjusted
test statistic and its corresponding p-value defined as
T̂i =
(1⊤Q(X)1)1/2µ̂i − (1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)Ẑγ̂ i
(σ̂η,ii)1/2
and Pi = 2Φ(−|T̂i|), (2.9)
where σ̂η,ii, Ẑ, and γ̂i are some estimators of the idiosyncratic error variance, unob-
servable factors, and factor loadings, respectively. The details of σ̂η,ii, Ẑ, and γ̂i are
discussed in Section 3.1.
Before we describe our factor-adjusted multiple testing procedure, we introduce
some commonly used notations. The sets of indices corresponding to the true null and
non-null in (2.5) are denoted by I0, I1, respectively. Let N0 and N1 be the cardinality
of I0 and I1, and define by π0 = limN→∞N0/N the asymptotic proportion of the true
null. Similar to Storey et al. (2004), we define the following empirical processes:
V (t) = #{i ∈ I0 : Pi ≤ t},
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S(t) = #{i ∈ I1 : Pi ≤ t}, and
R(t) = #{i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : Pi ≤ t} (2.10)
for any t ∈ [0, 1]. Then, V (t), S(t), and R(t) are the number of falsely rejected hy-
potheses, the number of correctly rejected hypotheses, and the total number of re-
jected hypotheses, respectively. The FDP with respect to the threshold t is defined
as FDP(t) = V (t)/{R(t) ∨ 1} with R(t) ∨ 1 = max{R(t), 1}. The FDR is defined as
the expectation of FDP, i.e., FDR(t) = E
{
FDP(t)
}
. Analogously, V o(t), So(t), Ro(t),
FDPo(t), and FDRo(t) are defined in a similar way as those in (2.10) by using the
Oracle factor-adjusted p-values.
As expected, T̂i will resemble T
o
i to a large extent as long as the latent factors
and factor loadings can be estimated with certain accuracy. This, together with the
weak dependence structure among T oi s, motivates us to test (2.5) using the procedure of
Storey et al. (2004), which is less conservative than the method of Benjamini and Hochberg
(1995). Specifically, for a pre-chosen level α and a tuning parameter of λ ∈ [0, 1), a
data-driven threshold for the p-values is determined by
tα
(
F̂DRλ
)
= sup
{
0 ≤ t ≤ 1 : F̂DRλ(t) ≤ α
}
, (2.11)
where F̂DRλ(t) is a point estimate of FDR(t), which is given by
F̂DRλ(t) =
Nπ̂0(λ)t
R(t) ∨ 1 =
π̂0(λ)t
{R(t) ∨ 1}/N , (2.12)
where π̂0(λ) =
{
N(1 − λ)}−1{N − R(λ)} is an estimate of π0. A good choice of λ
should ensure that the alternative hypotheses with the factor-adjusted p-values larger
than λ are negligible. We then reject the null hypothesis if its p-value (Pi) is less
than or equal to tα(F̂DRλ). Hereafter, we refer to (2.12) as the estimation approach
for FDR and (2.11) as the controlling approach for FDR. The data-driven threshold
(2.11) together with the point estimate method (2.12) for the FDR comprises the FAT
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procedure.
2.3 Connections with and differences from existing methods
The idea of adjusting the dependence effect using a factor model under a multiple test-
ing framework is not new; it has been tentatively studied by Leek and Storey (2008),
Friguet et al. (2009), and Fan et al. (2012). The proposed FAT procedure differs from
these previously described methods in the following two respects.
(1.) Relation to Leek and Storey (2008) and Friguet et al. (2009)
The main aim of Leek and Storey (2008) and Friguet et al. (2009) is to simultaneously
test the significance of the regression coefficients βi for i = 1, . . . , N , while our aim is
to simultaneously test the significance of the intercepts motivated by mutual fund se-
lection in empirical finance. By definition, in Leek and Storey (2008), the linear space
spanned by the latent random vectors that captures the dependence among the tests is
termed the dependence kernel, which has two specifically scientific applications, i.e., the
spatial dependence typically assumed in brain-imaging data and the latent structure
due to relevant factors not included in biological studies. In contrast, our latent factor
structure Z has implications for unobserved systematic risks, and is thus relevant to
empirical finance. More importantly, the unique feature for testing high dimensional in-
tercepts alleviates the confounding phenomenon between the observed and unobserved
systematic risks, whereas the existing procedures for testing regression coefficients as-
sociated with observed explanatory variables are prone to generating spurious signals
due to interactions between the observed and unobserved common factors. In addi-
tion, Leek and Storey (2008) and Friguet et al. (2009) used some variants of EM-type
algorithms to estimate the number of latent factors, the factor loadings, and the latent
factors. Such a method is demonstrated to be quite useful in simultaneous point estima-
tion. Nevertheless, the resulting estimators do not have explicit solutions, which poses
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more challenges when investigating the effect of estimation errors on the subsequent
testing procedure. As an alternative, we propose to estimate the factor number, the
latent factors, and the factor loadings using the principal component method (Wang,
2012); see Section 3.1 for details. We show theoretically that such a simple procedure
can consistently estimate the true FDP even when the idiosyncratic errors are allowed
to be weakly correlated. Consequently, our procedure has formal theoretical justifica-
tions under much weaker conditions, compared with the methods of Leek and Storey
(2008) and Friguet et al. (2009).
(2.) Relation to Fan et al. (2012) and Fan and Han (2017)
To deal with an arbitrary dependence between test statistics, Fan et al. (2012) and
Fan and Han (2017) proposed a novel method based on principal factor approximation,
which successfully subtracts the common dependence and significantly weakens the
correlation structure. By applying eigenvalue decomposition to the covariance matrix
of the test statistics, the test statistics can be represented as a factor model; this is
subtly different from the factor structure of the raw data considered in this article, and
from the methods of Leek and Storey (2008) and Friguet et al. (2009). The principal
factor approximation is demonstrated to be very appealing for the purpose of estimating
the FDP. Nevertheless, the meaning of the latent factors captured by test statistics is
quite hard to interpret. In contrast, in our model, the latent factors can be regarded
as some unobserved systematic risks in the financial market and thus have apparent
economic meaning. Moreover, it is useful that Fan et al. (2012) designed a simple
method to select the number of latent factors. However, the selection of the number
of latent factors is volatile with the choice of threshold values and the strength of
signals. To fix this issue, we apply an eigenvalue ratio criterion in the spirit of Wang
(2012) to select the number of latent factors, and show theoretically that the criterion
can select the number of latent factors consistently when the unknown intercepts are
quite sparse. For comparison, we also present the methods of Fan et al. (2012) and
Fan and Han (2017) in the simulation studies in Section 4.
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3 Theoretical Framework
In this section, we first theoretically justify that the factor-adjusted p-values under
the true null satisfy a similar weak dependence assumption to that of Storey et al.
(2004), under which the asymptotic properties of the estimation approach for the FDR
in (2.12) can be established in a sparse setting with π0 = 1 for any given threshold t.
Subsequently, when t→ 0, we turn to derive a sequence of threshold values tT → 0 such
that V (tT )→ 0 and S(tT )/N1 → 1. Accordingly, the FAT procedure enjoys consistent
model selection.
3.1 Weak dependence of the factor-adjusted p-values under
the true null
As discussed in Storey et al. (2004), the assumption of weak dependence among the
p-values plays an essential role in controlling for the FDR. To verify that our factor-
adjusted p-values share similar properties, we propose a two-stage approach to justify
the weak dependence of the null factor-adjusted p-values. In the first stage, we supply
a sufficient condition on the estimators of the latent factors and the variance of the
idiosyncratic error, under which the empirical distribution of the null factor-adjusted
p-values will convergence to the uniform distribution almost surely. In the second stage,
we estimate the unknown factors and factor loadings using the principal component
method, and further show that these estimators satisfy the sufficient condition in Stage
I. Combining these two stages, the weak dependence assumption of the null factor-
adjusted p-values can be justified and the approximated distribution function (i.e., the
uniform distribution) can be directly utilized in the downstream multiple testing.
Stage I: A sufficient condition for the weak dependence of the factor-adjusted p-values
under the true null
To assess the asymptotic property of V (t), we evaluate it based on the Oracle
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factor-adjusted test statistic T˜i and the given estimators σ̂η,ii, Ẑ, and γ̂ as follows:
V (t) =
∑
i∈I0
I(Pi ≤ t) =
∑
i∈I0
I(|T̂i| > −zt/2)
=
∑
i∈I0
{
I(T̂i > −zt/2) + I(T̂i < zt/2)
}
=
∑
i∈I0
[
I
{
T oi > −zt/2(σ̂η,ii)1/2/(σii,η)1/2 +Bias
}
+ I
{
T oi < zt/2(σ̂η,ii)
1/2/(ση,ii)
1/2 +Bias
}]
, (3.1)
where Bias = (1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)(Ẑγ̂i−Zγ i)/(ση,ii)1/2 and zt/2 = Φ−1(t/2) is the
t/2 lower quantile of a standard normal distribution. With the normality properties
from {T oi , i = 1, . . . , m} and the weak dependence among them, V (t) can be further
approximated by the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Under the assumption (2.3), for any estimators γ̂i, Ẑ, and σ̂η,ii that
satisfy maxi∈I0 |σ̂η,ii−ση,ii| →p 0 and maxi∈I0 |(1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)(Ẑγ̂ i−Zγ i)| →p
0, we can obtain that, with Probability tending to one,
lim
N→∞
N−10 V (t)− t = 0. (3.2)
The result of Proposition 1 indicates that the factor-adjusted p-values under the true
null satisfy the weak dependence assumption of Storey et al. (2004) if the estimators
σ̂η,ii, Ẑ, and γ̂i satisfy maxi∈I0 |σ̂η,ii−ση,ii| →p 0 and maxi∈I0 |(1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)(Ẑγ̂ i−
Zγ i)| →p 0, which is essential for deriving the consistency of the estimated FDP. To
make our procedure operational, we estimate the latent factors and the variance of the
idiosyncratic error using the principal component method (Wang, 2012). Fortunately,
these estimators indeed satisfy the condition assumed in Proposition 1.
Stage II: Principal component analysis and its unform consistency
We estimate Z and Γ using the principal component method (Wang, 2012). Specif-
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ically, we first extract the effect of the observed explanatory variables X by regressing
Yi on X, and obtain the residual as Ê⊤ = Q(X)Y⊤ = Q(X)1µ⊤ +Q(X)E⊤. We next
define λ̂e to be the e-th largest eigenvalue of (TN)
−1Ê⊤Ê , and ̺̂e to be the correspond-
ing eigenvector. Consequently, we set Ẑ = T 1/2(̺̂1, . . . , ̺̂r̂), and Γ⊤ can be estimated
by (Ẑ⊤Ẑ)−1Ẑ⊤Ê⊤. Based on the estimators Γ̂ and Ẑ, we can obtain the estimated ran-
dom error as η̂⊤ = Q(Ẑ)Ê⊤. Subsequently, ση,ii can be estimated by σ̂η,ii = T−1η̂⊤i. η̂i..
Moreover, we define notations λ˜e, ˜̺e, Γ˜, Z˜, and σ˜η,ii as the associated estimators based
on the extracted error Q(X)E⊤, while λe, ̺e, Γ, Z, and ση,ii are the estimators based
on the true error E⊤. Practically, in the spirit of Wang (2012), r̂ can be selected by
maximizing the eigenvalue ratios as r̂ = argmaxe≤πmaxλ̂e/λ̂e+1 with some pre-specified
maximum possible order πmax. The difference is that some unknown sparse intercepts
µ are involved in our estimation procedure, which poses more challenges for investi-
gating the consistency of r̂ by carefully taking into account the effect of the intercepts.
We remark here that the principal orthogonal complement thresholding method in
Fan et al. (2013) can serve as an alternative to estimate the latent factors and factor
loadings, but selecting the “threshold” involves a heavier computational burden.
To investigate the theoretical property of the above estimators, we first present the
following conditions:
(C1) logN ≤ C~T ~ for some positive constants ~ < 1/2 and C~ > 0.
(C2) Sparsity, for any finite positive constant Cµ,
‖µ‖ ≤ Cµmin
{
N1/2/T 1/2, N/(TN
1/2
1 )
}
.
(C3) σ20 ≤ mini ση,ii ≤ maxi ση,ii ≤ σ21 for some positive constants σ20 and σ21 .
(C4) There exists some positive definite matrix ΣΓ of dimension r such thatN
−1Γ⊤Γ→
ΣΓ, with the eigenvalues of ΣΓ bounded from zero to infinity. In addition, there
exists some positive constant γmax such that maxi ‖γi‖2 ≤ γmax.
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(C5) maxe≤r ‖ψe − ψe‖ = Op(N−ν) for some positive constant ν > 0, where ψi and
ψe are the e-th eigenvector of T
−1EE⊤ and ΣE , respectively.
By condition (C1), the number of units N could increase exponentially with the sample
size T , so that N can be much larger than T . Condition (C2) can be satisfied if N1
is finite, which is reasonable for mutual fund selection (Barras et al., 2010). Condition
(C3) can be satisfied if the eigenvalues of Ση are bounded from zero. Similar conditions
are commonly assumed in the literature; see, for example, Wang (2009). Condition
(C4) is also widely used in the literature, and can be satisfied if the factor loadings are
stationary in the sense that the signals of the latent factors are comparable and not
weak (Ahn and Horenstein, 2013). Lastly, condition (C5) is directly borrowed from
Fan and Han (2017), and can be valid for various structures of ΣE and large N ; for
a more detailed discussion of this condition, we refer readers to Fan and Han (2017).
Under the above conditions, we demonstrate the following result.
Proposition 2. Suppose the conditions (C1)–(C5) hold. Then,
(i) P(r̂ = r)→ 1. (3.3)
If we further assume λ˜e−1 − λ˜e ≥ dN for some positive constant dN and for any e =
2, . . . , r, then we have
(ii) max
i∈I0
|σ̂η,ii − ση,ii| = Op(
√
logN/T ),
max
i∈I0
|(1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)(Ẑγ̂i − Zγ i)|
= Op{(logN)1/4/T 1/2}+Op(N−ν)
+Op
(
N−1T‖µ‖2
)
+Op
(
N
1/2
1 N
−1T‖µ‖
)
. (3.4)
According to the theoretical results of Proposition 2(i), r̂ can be equal to r with a
probability approaching one. Hence, to simplify the technical derivations, we assume
that the number of true latent factors r is known. The result of Proposition 2(ii)
indicates that the estimators of the latent factors and the variance of the idiosyncratic
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error share the property of uniform consistency, thus the sufficient condition assumed
on Proposition 1 indeed holds, supporting that the null factor-adjusted p-values satisfy
the weak dependence assumption when the latent factors are estimated by the principal
component method.
Remark 1: Note that the initial estimator of the intercepts µ̂ defined in (2.6) is
obtained by extracting the effect of X. As a result, to further control the effect of latent
common factors, we only need to focus on the error after extracting the effect of the
observed explanatory variables X, and it is not necessary to control for the intercepts
µ. In fact, if the errors are obtained by controlling for the effects of both X and µ, that
is, the error is defined as Q(X˜)Y⊤ = Q(X˜)E⊤, the resulting FAT procedure can lead
to incorrect FDR control. There are two reasons which can be simply summarized as
follows. Technically, from (3.4), if Ẑ is estimated via the full projection matrix Q(X˜),
Ẑγ̂i will converge to Q(X˜)Zγi. This implies that the adjusted term 1⊤Q(X)Ẑγ̂ i in (2.9)
will be approximated as 1⊤Q(X)Q(X˜)Zγ i, a quantity that must be exactly zero by the
fact that Q(X)Q(X˜) = Q(X˜) and 1 ⊥ Q(X˜). As a result, the effect of adjustment for
the common factors on the test statistics disappears. Second, controlling for the effects
of both X and µ involves estimating the intercepts µ through OLS. When N is much
larger than T , the resulting estimator of µ is inconsistent, and this type of inconsistency
can not be adjusted through the projection matrix Q(X) according to (2.6). Because
we ignore the information in µ when estimating the latent factors and factor loadings,
the signals in µ will be treated as “noise” and shifted into the estimation error of
Ẑ. Consequently, two additional terms (i.e., N−1T‖µ‖2 and N−1TN1/21 ‖µ‖) appear
in the convergence rate in (3.4) and in Theorem 1 as shown below. To guarantee the
consistency of the estimated FDR, the signals of µ are required to be quite weak, i.e.,
the intercepts are extremely sparse; see also condition (C2) for details. To remove the
sparsity condition, the principal component method can be directly applied to a small
set of mutual funds with luck (i.e., µi = 0) to estimate the latent factors. A similar
idea was proposed by Gagnon-Bartsch and Speed (2012), but this is beyond the scope
of this article and could be considered in future research.
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3.2 FDP property and model selection consistency
In this subsection, we discuss the asymptotic property of our FDP estimator when the
intercepts are so sparse that condition (C2) holds. Under this setup, the consistency
of F̂DRλ(t) can be readily obtained based on Propositions 1 and 2.
Theorem 1. Suppose the assumption (2.3) and conditions (C1)–(C5) hold. Then, for
any λ ∈ [0, 1) and t > 0, we have
∣∣F̂DRλ(t)− FDPo(t)∣∣
= Op(N
−δ/2) +Op(N1/N)
+Op((logN)
1/4/T 1/2) +Op(N
−ν)
+Op
(
N−1T‖µ‖2
)
+Op
(
N
1/2
1 N
−1T‖µ‖
)
. (3.5)
Theorem 1 reveals that the estimation approach for the FDR in (2.12) is consistent
when π0 = 1 for any t > 0. We remark here that π0 = 1 is implied by the sparsity
condition (C2). Otherwise, the average of the signals on the alternative ‖µ‖/√N1
is of the order O(T−1), which decreases to zero at a faster rate than that under the
local alternative, resulting in lower power. Unlike the non-sparsity case, for any fixed
threshold t > 0, FDPo(t) = V o(t)/{Ro(t) ∨ 1} → 1 when π0 = 1. This phenomenon
is not surprising because the p-values under the alternative are negligible compared
with that under the true null. From this point of view, the FAT procedure is expected
to lose FDR control simply by fixing t under the sparsity setting. In other words, to
control the FDR at the nominal level α, the data-driven threshold tα(F̂DRλ) should
go to zero, but at a rate slower than Op(2Φ(−
√
2 logN)) asymptotically, due to the
fact that maxi∈I0 |T̂i| = Op(
√
2 logN). This further motivates us to investigate the
behavior of F̂DRλ(t) by letting t → 0 at a rate faster than Op(2Φ(−
√
2 logN)), a
domain under which all of the discoveries are true positives and there are no false
positives. However, we may miss some skilled or unskilled funds if the corresponding
signals are not strong enough. To identify and recover all of the true positives, we
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study the selection consistency property in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose the assumption (2.3) and (C1)-(C5) hold. If π0 = 1 and
mini∈I1 |µi| ≥ C1T−κ, for some constants C1 > 0 and κ + ~/2 < 1/2, then there
exists a sequence of threshold values tT → 0 such that P(ÎtT1 = I1) → 1, where
ÎtT1 =
{
i;Pi ≤ tT
}
.
From (2.8) and the minimal signal condition on the µi for i ∈ I1, mini∈I1 |T̂i| would
go to infinity at a rate faster than (1⊤Q(X)1)1/2T−κ ∝ T 1/2−κ, implying maxi∈I1 Pi =
Op(2Φ(−T 1/2−κ)). This, together with the fact that mini∈I0 Pi = Op(2Φ(−
√
logN))
and condition (C1), results in maxi∈I1 Pi < mini∈I0 Pi when N, T are sufficiently large.
Thus, the estimated true null and non-null sets can be distinguished consistently if the
threshold values are selected as tT = 2Φ(−C2T ) for some ~/2 <  < 1/2−κ and some
positive constant C2. In summary, the proposed FAT not only provides consistent
model selection under some minimum signal assumptions, but can also control the
FDR for any pre-specified nominal level of α > 0. This finding is quite important,
especially in finite samples; see, for example, Wasserman and Roeder (2009) for a
detailed discussion.
4 Simulation Studies
To gauge the finite sample performance of the proposed method, we conduct several
simulation studies in this section. We especially focus on two aspects, namely, the FDP
and FDR properties of the FAT procedure in finite sample.
4.1 Simulation models and competing methods
We simulate model (2.1) in the spirit of a standard capital asset pricing model (CAPM);
that is,
Yij = µi +Xjβi + εij .
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A proportion π0 of the intercepts {µi, i = 1, . . . , N} are set to be zero, while the
rest are equal to some finite constant µ. To make the simulation more realistic, the
observed factor Xj and the associated parameters βi are calibrated from our real data
discussed in section 5 (Fan et al., 2013). Specifically, to generate the observed factor
Xj, we evaluate the mean (µm) and variance (varm) of the monthly market return
(in the scale of percentage change) ranging from 11/1995 to 08/2013, which leads to
µm = 0.55 and varm = 4.7
2. Then, Xj is independently generated from N(µm, varm).
In addition, to generate the factor loadings, we fit the CAPM with our real data and
evaluate the intercept (µ̂) and the mean (µb) and variance (varb) of N = 764 estimated
factor loadings, which leads to µ̂ = 0.2, µb = 0.94 and varb = 0.2
2. Accordingly,
βi is independently generated from N(µb, varb). We next consider the error term εij.
Motivated by the empirical results for mutual fund selection shown in Section 5, we
simulate the random error εij from a latent factor model with only one common factor;
that is,
εij = γiZj + ηij ,
where Zj is independently drawn from a standard normal distribution. To generate γi,
we employ the principal component method to the residuals obtained after fitting the
CAPM, and calculate the mean (µγ) and variance (varγ) of the N = 764 estimated la-
tent factor loadings and variance of the residuals after the principal component method
(vare), which leads to µγ = 0.11, varγ = 1.44
2 and vare = 2.53
2. Accordingly, γi is
independently drawn from N(µγ, varγ). Furthermore, η.j = (η1j , . . . , ηNj)
⊤ is inde-
pendently sampled from a multivariate normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a
covariance matrix Ση = (ση,i1i2)N×N with ση,i1i2 = vare × ρ|i1−i2|. One can easily
verify that the covariance matrix Ση satisfies the weak dependence assumption (2.3).
Throughout this section, the autoregressive coefficient ρ and the tuning parameter λ
used for estimating π0 are simply set to 0.5 and 0.5, respectively. All of the simulation
results are based on 500 replications.
To illustrate the superiority of our FAT procedure, we compare it to two existing
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procedures based on the unadjusted p-values:
Unadjusted procedure: the method without adjusting for any latent common factors
(Barras et al., 2010). In other words, the unadjusted multiple testing proce-
dure applies the method of Storey et al. (2004) to the unadjusted p-values, i.e.,
{P ui , i = 1, . . . , N}.
PCA-PFA: according to the principle factor approximation (PFA) in Fan et al. (2012)
and Fan and Han (2017), the FDP for the unadjusted p-values (i.e., P ui ) with
respect to a threshold t can be approximated as
F̂DP
u
(t) = min
( N∑
i=1
[
Φ
{(σ̂E,ii)1/2zt/2 + (1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)Ẑγ̂i
(σ̂η,ii)1/2
}
+Φ
{(σ̂E,ii)1/2zt/2 − (1⊤Q(X)1)−1/21⊤Q(X)Ẑγ̂ i
(σ̂η,ii)1/2
}]
, Ru(t)
)
/Ru(t),
where σ̂E,ii, σ̂η,ii, Ẑ, and γ̂i are the same as in our FAT procedure, and R
u(t) =
#{i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : P ui ≤ t}. For a pre-chosen α, the data-driven threshold is
determined by
tα(F̂DP
u
) = sup
{
0 ≤ t ≤ 1; F̂DPu(t) ≤ α}.
Note that both the unadjusted method and the PCA-PFA procedure are used to esti-
mate the FDP based on the unadjusted p-values (P ui ), while our adjusted procedure is
derived to estimate the true FDP corresponding to the Oracle factor-adjusted p-values
(P oi ).
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4.2 FDP comparison: from negative dependence to consis-
tency
To evaluate how the FDP performs in the FAT procedure, we consider a scenario with
N = 2, 000, T = 215, and π0 = 0.90, where the number of latent factors is selected
via the eigenvalue ratio test in Wang (2012) and Ahn and Horenstein (2013) since the
method of Bai and Ng (2002) depends on the choice of tuning parameters. We adopted
the criterion as shown in the Figure 2 of Fan et al. (2012) by comparing the estimated
FDP and the true one using a 45 degree line. Figure 1 depicts the scatter plots of the
estimated versus the true FDP for the FAT procedure and the competing procedures
when t = 0.01 and µ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 are calibrated from the real data as shown in
Section 5, respectively. The results can be summarized as follows. From panel (d), the
estimated F̂DRλ(t) for the FAT procedure follows the correct pattern of FDP
o(t) with
little variability, which is consistent with the theoretical finding of Theorem 1 that our
estimation approach (2.12) is valid. With a large signal (relative to the sample size
T ), our estimated FDP and the corresponding true one [i.e., FDPo(t)] seem to follow a
line with a negative slope. This “negative” phenomenon occurs when the signals in the
alternative are sufficiently strong such that the p-values under the alternative are all
smaller than or equal to the threshold t. Interested readers can refer to “the negative
dependence of the BH-type estimator in finite sample” in a supplementary file for the
rationale. However, this does not violate the consistency of our FDP estimator, because
our consistency result in Theorem 1 is based on the deviation between the estimated
and the true value, a quantity that is analogous to the length of the “negative” line,
and as N increases, the length decreases. As a comparison, the unadjusted procedure
[Panels (b), (e), & (h)] exhibits a long-tailed negatively correlated pattern between the
estimated and true values [FDPu(t)]. PCA-PFA can track the correct pattern of FDP
but with large variability when the noise (Ej) is strongly dependent. In summary, the
FAT procedure subtracts the dependent variations shared across the tests from the
unadjusted test statistics, and thus provides a more stable estimator of FDP for a wide
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range of signals.
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Figure 1: Scatter plots of the estimated FDP and the true FDP as a function of µ,
for the FAT, unadjusted, and PCA-PFA procedures, respectively. The true FDP for
the FAT is calculated using the oracle factor-adjusted p-values, while the true FDP for
the Unadjusted and PFA methods are calculated using the unadjusted p-values. Here,
t = 0.01, N = 2, 000, π0 = 0.90, and T = 215.
4.3 FDR control and power comparison
To further validate that the data-driven threshold tα(F̂DRλ) provides strong control of
the FDR, Figure 2 examines the control of the FDR as well as the power of the FAT,
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unadjusted, and PCA-PFA procedures for different choices of µ when N = 2, 000,
T = 215, and π0 = 0.90. The left panel of Figure 2 depicts the empirical FDR [i.e.,
the average of 500 FDP(t̂α)] for all settings, while the right panel corresponds to the
empirical power [i.e., the average of 500 S(t̂α)/N1]. Clearly, the empirical FDRs of our
FAT procedure are all controlled at the nominal level α = 0.05, whereas the empirical
FDRs of the unadjusted procedure and PCA-PFA procedure are out of control in some
scenarios. Furthermore, the FAT procedure continues to be more powerful than the
competing procedures even when these procedures lose control of the FDR. The results
are expected because subtracting common factors leads to a higher signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 2: Empirical FDR and power as a function of µ, for the FAT, unadjusted,
and PCA-PFA procedures, respectively. Here, α = 0.05, N = 2, 000, T = 215, and
π0 = 0.90. The results are averaged based on 500 replications.
4.4 Model selection consistency
Under sparsity, it is numerically interesting to show that there exits a sequence of
αT → 0 such that the data-driven thresholds tαT (F̂DRλ)→ 0 can distinguish the true
null and non-null consistently, in the sense that the power is approaching 1, while the
empirical FDP is shrinking to zero. To this end, we consider an extremely sparse design
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with N = 2, 000, π0 = 0.995, and µ = 1. For each T , αT is selected by
αT = inf
{
0 ≤ α ≤ 1; S{tα(F̂DRλ)}/N1 = 1
}
. (4.1)
Table 1 summarizes the average values of αT , tαT (F̂DRλ), and the empirical FDP and
power for a sequence of T values. As expected, both αT and tαT (F̂DRλ) are shrinking
to zero as T increases, while the empirical power is always one, from which Theorem 2
is verified. Moreover, the empirical FDPs are close to αT . These confirm that the FAT
procedure can achieve model selection consistency under a sparse setting.
T αT FDP tαT (F̂DRλ) Power
200 0.071938 0.068865 0.001835 1
220 0.036110 0.037544 0.000438 1
240 0.019808 0.019469 0.000295 1
260 0.014148 0.010459 0.000082 1
280 0.007914 0.009202 0.000088 1
300 0.003992 0.002730 0.000037 1
Table 1: The performance of tαT (F̂DRλ) under sparsity.
5 Real Data Analysis
5.1 Background and data description
To further illustrate the utility of the proposed FAT procedure, we consider a real
data analysis intended to pick skilled funds in the U.S. financial market. The data are
from the Bloomberg database, one of the most popular and authoritative databases
in the world. After eliminating the funds with missing values, we finally collected a
total of T = 215 observations on N = 764 mutual funds in the U.S. financial market
from 11/1995 to 08/2013, with each observation corresponding to one particular fund’s
monthly excess return (Yij), defined as the fund return (rmj) minus the risk free interest
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rate (rfj). Here, rfj is proxied by the monthly 30-day T-bill of the beginning of the month
yield. In this dataset, N = 764 is much larger than T = 215, which is in accordance
with our theoretical findings and simulation studies. According to the definition of
Barras et al. (2010), a fund can be regarded as a skilled fund if its risk-adjusted return,
which is defined as µi in model (2.4), is larger than zero. In contrast, a fund is an un-
skilled fund if µi < 0, while the funds with µi = 0 are called zero-alpha funds; that is,
their fund returns are mainly due to noise. According to the above definition, the main
focus is to identify these funds with µi > 0 in model (2.4) involving some observed and
unobserved systematic risks, which can be achieved using our FAT procedure.
5.2 Trading strategy
We use the CAPM of Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) as the benchmark pricing
model; that is, the observable systematic risk is the single market risk rmj − rfj, which
is proxied by the excess return on CRSP NYSE/Amex/NASDAQ value-weighted re-
turns for month j. It is noteworthy that the reason we use an observable explanatory
variable (i.e., the market risk) is to make a comparison with the notable CAPM, be-
cause the market index is found to be an essential factor that can influence all stock
returns. Our FAT procedure can help us to assess whether the single market index
is adequate. As the above procedure relies on some observable explanatory variables,
for the purpose of illustration, we also consider the factor adjusted procedure without
considering any observed explanatory variables (named EFAT hereafter), following one
anonymous referee’s kind suggestion; i.e., no explanatory variables are considered in
(2.1). To assess the usefulness of the proposed FAT procedure, we need to verify that
the funds that are selected by our FAT procedure can yield higher returns in the fu-
ture. To this end, we consider the following rolling window procedure. Specifically, for
some given length of estimation window L, for each observation τ ∈ {1, . . . , T − L},
we conduct the proposed FAT procedure using data from periods τ to τ + L− 1 with
a pre-specified FDR level α to select the funds with µi 6= 0. Specifically, for any time
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period τ to τ + L − 1, let dτ be the estimated number of latent common factors, S+τ
be the collection of selected funds with µi > 0, and S−τ be the collection of selected
funds with µi < 0. Let |S+τ | and |S−τ | be the number of elements in S+τ and S−τ , re-
spectively. We next form a portfolio based on the selected funds S+τ and S−τ . From
each time from τ + L to τ + L + 11 (the next year), we buy the funds within set
S+τ with equal weight 1/|S+τ |, and sell the funds within set S−τ with weight 1/|S−τ | on
each fund; then, the return for this strategy from time τ + L to τ + L + 11 is given
by rFATτ =
∑
i∈S+τ
∑11
j=0 Yi,τ+L+j/{12× |S+τ |} −
∑
i∈S−τ
∑11
j=0 Yi,τ+L+j/{12 × |S−τ |}. For
comparison, we also report the results for the method without controlling for any of the
latent common factors of Barras et al. (2010) (named NFAT hereafter). Accordingly,
we refer to the return for EFAT and NFAT as rEFATτ and r
NFAT
τ from time τ + L to
τ + L+ 11, respectively.
5.3 Performance comparison
We set L = 120 (ten years) and α = 0.05 in this analysis, while the results for other
selections of L and α are quite similar. To compare the results based on the above
three trading strategies (FAT, NFAT, and EFAT), we report the following performance
measures. For any τ ∈ {1, . . . , T −L}, we compute the average latent common factors
ACF =
∑
τ dτ/(T − L), the average proportion of selected skilled funds ASF = (T −
L)−1
∑
τ |S+τ |/N , and the average proportion of selected un-skilled funds ANSF = (T−
L)−1
∑
τ |S−τ |/N . To compare the return persistency of these three trading strategies,
we set NFAT as the benchmark and collect the return difference of the other two
methods with NFAT as rdiff−FATτ = r
FAT
τ − rNFATτ and rdiff−EFATτ = rEFATτ − rNFATτ ,
and then evaluate the mean of rdiff−FATτ and r
diff−EFAT
τ together with their associated
p-values. The results for the three methods across different performance measures
are summarized in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the average number of latent common
factors for FAT is 1.75, which implies that other than market risk, there are indeed some
other risk factors that affect fund return. Nevertheless, the number of latent common
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factors should vary with time. The average proportions of selected skilled funds for the
three methods are 0.46%, 0%, and 0%, while the average proportions of selected un-
skilled funds for the three methods are 3.91%, 0%, and 5.64%, respectively. The results
indicate that only the factor-adjusted procedure (FAT) has power to identify skilled
funds, whereas the un-adjusted procedure (NFAT) tends to identify more spurious
un-skilled funds in finite samples. Moreover, we find that EFAT has no power to
identify any skilled and unskilled funds, which indicates that the observed predictor,
i.e., market index, is indeed essential for explaining the co-variation of asset returns.
Similar results can be found for the return difference. Specifically, the mean of rdiff−FATτ
is 0.4781% with a p-value of 0.0007, which is significantly below 5%, and the mean of
rdiff−EFATτ is 0.1379% with a p-value of 0.484. The results further imply that the trading
strategies based on the FAT procedure is more likely to select the funds that can earn
persistent returns in the future. In sum, the FAT procedure is more useful for selecting
skilled funds than the un-adjusted procedure. Moreover, some observable predictors,
such as the market index used in this analysis, are indeed essential for explaining the
co-variation of asset returns, which demonstrates the merits of the notable capital asset
pricing model of Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965).
Table 2: The trading results for the FAT, NFAT, and EFAT methods.
FAT EFAT NFAT
ACF 1.75 1 –
ASF 0.46% 0% 0%
ANSF 3.91% 0% 5.64%
Average return 0.3402% 0% -0.1379%
p-values of return differences 0.0007 0.484 –
6 Concluding Remark
In this article, we propose a factor-adjusted multiple testing procedure for deciding
whether the intercept of each unit equals zero in a linear factor model involving some
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observable and unobservable common factors, while the idiosyncratic errors are allowed
to be correlated across units. Based on the principal component method (Wang, 2012)
for extracting the unknown common factors, we show theoretically that under some
mild conditions, the proposed method can estimate the true FDP consistently for any
given threshold. Finally, we show that the FAT procedure enjoys model selection
consistency.
To broaden the usefulness of the proposed method, we conclude the article by iden-
tifying two possible research avenues. As we only test the intercepts in linear factor
models, it should be practically useful and theoretically demanding to adapt the pro-
posed method to test the significance of certain regression coefficients. Another avenue
is to extend the proposed method to nonlinear factor models, so that the response
variables are allowed to be discrete.
Supplementary Material
Detailed proofs of Proposition 1, Proposition 2, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be
found in a supplementary file.
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